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... SwiftCraft is a boat design
tool that allows you to

predict the speed, power and
drag values for a certain

motor boat. All the
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calculations are performed
by taking into consideration
the parameters used by you
to describe the boat. The

program's interface guides
you through all the steps and
allows you to fully describe
the project before starting

the calculation. You can view
the results is a graphical

representation and select the
parameters that are

important to you in order to
generate a report. Note: The
registered users can update
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the application to a newer
version. SwiftCraft
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Sizeslider_N1 N1 is the fore
and aft width of the floor in
the cockpit, as measured in

inches. You can use this
slider to enter or modify the
N1 size. Sizeslider_W1 W1
is the width of the gunwale
of the cockpit. You can use
this slider to enter or modify
the W1 size. Sizeslider_H1

H1 is the height of the
gunwale of the cockpit. You
can use this slider to enter or

modify the H1 size.
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Sizeslider_W2 W2 is the
width of the gunwale of the
cockpit as it exits the boat
and enters the water. You

can use this slider to enter or
modify the W2 size.

Sizeslider_H2 H2 is the
height of the gunwale of the
cockpit as it exits the boat
and enters the water. You

can use this slider to enter or
modify the H2 size.

Sizeslider_Plate Y is the
depth of the plate. You can
use this slider to enter or
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modify the Y size.
Sizeslider_Plate X is the

depth of the plate as it exits
the boat and enters the water.

You can use this slider to
enter or modify the X size.

Sizeslider_Plate Z is the
depth of the plate as it exits

the boat and enters the water.
You can use this slider to

enter or modify the Z size.
Sizeslider_Planation_1 X1 is

the planation value of the
first X-ray plane as it exits

the boat and enters the water.
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You can use this slider to
enter or modify the X1 size.
Sizeslider_Planation_2 X2 is

the planation value of the
second X-ray plane as it exits
the boat and enters the water.

You can use this slider to
enter or modify the X2 size.
Sizeslider_Planation_3 X3 is

the planation value of the
third X-ray plane as it exits

the boat and enters the water.
You can use this slider to

enter or modify the X3 size.
Sizeslider_Planation_4 X4 is
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the planation value of the
fourth X-ray plane as it exits
the boat and enters the water.

You can use this slider to
enter or modify the X4 size.
Sizeslider_Planation_5 X5

77a5ca646e
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- Drag the points in order to
define the boat shape. -
Select the hull shape. - Select
the motor and propeller -
Select the water and wind
resistances - Select the
engine type. - Choose the
number of cylinders. - Select
the engine rpm and torque -
Select the propeller pitch -
Select the sailing direction
(North=N, East=E, South=S,
West=W) - Select the
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sideslip - Scroll through the
sail performance - Save the
application settings - Run the
calculation - View the
performance parameters
such as: - Speed - Power -
Maximum speed - Max
torque - Max rpm - Water
resistance - Air resistance -
Fuel consumption - Fuel cost
- Carbon emissions -
Transmissions - Drag -
Sideslip - Sail direction -
Maximum sideslip - Surface
area of the boat - Thrust -
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Center of gravity - Weight -
Sails - Length - Beam - Draft
- Displacement - To get the
best performance you can try
to keep the following values:
- Length - Beam -
Displacement - Hull shape -
Pitch - Shape of the
propeller - Number of
cylinders - Engine type -
Engine rpm - Sail area -
Sailing direction - Sail type -
Number of sails - Number of
spinnaker - Number of
headsail - Length of all the
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sails - Weight of the boat -
Number of ballast - Ballast
capacity - Center of gravity -
Drag - Minimum sideslip -
Maximum sideslip - Total
length - Width - Hull shape -
Length - Beam - Draft -
Displacement - Weight -
Hull type - Number of main
sails - Number of headsail -
Hull weight - Hull shape -
Sail area - Sailing direction -
Sails - Length of all the sails
- Number of spinnaker -
Number of headsail - Length
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of the spinnaker - Length of
the headsail - Weight of the
spinnaker - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of the
headsail - Weight of

What's New In SwiftCraft?

The program allows to
calculate speed, power and
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drag of motor boats with one
or more engines. The new
version supports: 1) boats
with different lengths and
widths 2) floating and hard
boats 3) boats with different
hulls and layouts (e.g. top or
bottom) 4) boats with
different ballast and weights
5) boats with different
lengths and load 6) boats
with different engine sizes
and horsepower 7) boats with
different lengths and other
hull parameters 8) boats with
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multiple engines 9) boats
with different ballast and
weights 10) boats with
multiple engines 11) boats
with multiple engines, one-
touch weight control and
hydrodynamics 12) boats
with different water and oil
temperatures 13) boats with
different lengths and lengths
of propeller shafts 14) boats
with multiple speeds 15)
boats with multiple engines,
one-touch weight control and
hydrodynamics 16) boats
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with different lengths and
lengths of propeller shafts
17) boats with different
water and oil temperatures
18) boats with multiple
speeds 19) boats with one
propeller shaft and multiple
engines 20) boats with
multiple lengths and
different ballast and weights
21) boats with different
lengths and lengths of
propeller shafts 22) boats
with different water and oil
temperatures 23) boats with
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multiple speeds 24) boats
with multiple engines 25)
boats with one propeller
shaft and multiple engines
26) boats with different
lengths and lengths of
propeller shafts 27) boats
with different water and oil
temperatures 28) boats with
multiple speeds 29) boats
with different lengths and
lengths of propeller shafts
30) boats with different
lengths and lengths of
propeller shafts and different
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ballast and weights The
product can be used as an
independent tool for motor
boats and for motor boats
only. The program is
designed for both Windows
and Linux OS. Windows and
Linux versions are provided.
The program is designed for
a wide range of users and it
is not very difficult to use.
The program provides a user-
friendly interface with all the
elements presented in a
logical order. The program
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includes many tutorial
videos, articles and a user's
manual with a complete
guide to all the features of
the program. The program is
available for immediate
download after registration.
The time for registration is
not long and is less than 10
minutes. The program is
free. Features: * Calculate
speed, power and drag of
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System Requirements For SwiftCraft:

System Requirements:
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